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More than 80% of biomedical data is embedded in plain text. The un-

structured nature of these text-based documents makes it challenging to eas-

ily browse and query the data of interest in them. One approach to facilitate

browsing and querying biomedical text is to convert the plain text to a linked

web of data, i.e., converting data originally in free text to structured formats

with defined meta-level semantics. In this paper, we introduce Semanta-

tor (Semantic Annotator), a semantic-web-based environment for annotating

data of interest in biomedical documents, browsing and querying the anno-

tated data, and interactively refining annotation results if needed. Through

Semantator, information of interest can be either annotated manually or

semi-automatically using plug-in information extraction tools. The anno-

tated results will be stored in RDF and can be queried using the SPARQL

query language. In addition, semantic reasoners can be directly applied to

the annotated data for consistency checking and knowledge inference. Se-

mantator has been released online and was used by the biomedical ontology
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community who provided positive feedbacks. Our evaluation results indi-

cated that 1) Semantator can perform the annotation functionalities as de-

signed; 2) Semantator can be adopted in real applications in clinical and

transactional research; and 3) the annotated results using Semantator can

be easily used in Semantic-web-based reasoning tools for further inference.
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1. Introduction

As recent surveys indicated, more than 80% of patients seek health in-

formation on the Internet [2]; more than 70% of physicians regularly search

online for medical or professional updates [19]. Approximately 80% of health

care data, as well as the ever-growing data online, however, consist of unstruc-

tured narratives [13, 18]. Efficiently querying and browsing data embedded

in these biomedical documents is an important and challenging task. The un-

structured nature of these text-based documents brings to light an inherent

problem: locked within these documents lies an extraordinary amount of key

biomedical knowledge and clinical data, which can hardly be leveraged with-

out intensive manual work. Traditional search engines such as Google can

return users the potential documents of interest based on keywords. Users

still have to, however, read through the returned documents until the in-

formation of interest is located. In addition, search engines usually return

hundreds of thousands of links, many of which are not relevant to users’

search.

One approach to facilitate browsing and querying biomedical text is to

convert the plain text into an annotated web of data, i.e., to convert data

originally in free text into structured formats with defined meta-level seman-

tics. Manual annotation may not be realistic due to the large volume of

text that needs to be processed. Fully automatic approaches for semantic

annotation do not always give satisfying results. Semi-automatic data an-

notation is, therefore, an attractive alternative. Semi-automatic annotation
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supports information from biomedical text to be automatically extracted and

annotated with manual on refining the annotations.

To support semi-automatic annotation, we developed Semantator. Se-

mantator is a user-friendly, semantic-web-oriented environment for annotat-

ing data of interest in biomedical documents with respect to domain on-

tologies. Domain ontologies have been used in information technology to

provide semantic definitions of a particular domain, which enable automated

agents to perform queries intelligently and infer new knowledge. An ontol-

ogy includes a set of classes and their relationships (e.g., class hierarchies

and predicates). Semantator provides an environment to link data embed-

ded in text to ontology concepts by using semantic annotation. Information

of interest from a document can be annotated as an instance of an ontology

class to obtain all the semantic definition of that class. In addition, relations

between instances can be created using the predicates (properties) defined

in the ontology. The annotation results are saved in the Resource Descrip-

tion Framework (RDF) [21] format, which provides a standard way for data

sharing and exchange and enables querying and browsing the data using

the SPARQL query language [24]. In addition, Semantator also provides

an interface where users can compare annotations done by different curators

or annotation tools, leverage semantic web technologies for inferences, and

detect conflicts in annotations.

More specifically, Semantator is implemented as a Protégé [1] plug-in,

which allows users to view the original documents, the ontology used for an-
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notation, and the annotation results in the same environment. Semantator

provides two modes: 1) manual annotation, and 2) semi-automatic annota-

tion. In the manual annotation mode, an expert can choose an annotation

schema (a domain ontology), open a document to be annotated, highlight dif-

ferent pieces of information to be annotated, and then mark which ontology

concepts the information belongs to. For each highlighted piece of data, the

system will generate class instances according to the annotation and display

different class instances in different colors. Relationships between instances

can also be created using the properties defined in the domain ontology.

For the semi-automatic annotation mode, Semantator provides an Applica-

tion Programming Interface (API), which provides the option to connect the

Semantator annotation environment to state-of-the-art or customized infor-

mation extraction or semantic annotation tools. Human curators can review

the automatic annotation results in the Semantator environment and modify

them as needed.

The Semantator has been released through our web site: http://informatics.

mayo.edu/CNTRO/index.php/Download_Semantator. In our previous publi-

cation [23], we reported the basic functionalities of Semantator: preliminary

implementation of the manual annotation mode; and semi-automatic anno-

tation using the clinical Text Analysis and Knowledge Extraction Systems

(cTAKES) [22] and the NCBO annotator [16] (Section 3). This manuscript

extends our previous work by introducing two new major functionalities: 1)

rule-based extraction capacity (Section 4) and 2) the annotation result com-
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parison function (Section 5). We analyze and illustrate the benefits of using

semantic web technologies on the Semantator annotated data (Section 6).

We have also conducted a functionality evaluation (Section 7.1) and applied

Semantator in a real clinical research application as a case evaluation (Sec-

tion 7.2). The evaluation results indicate that Semantator can successfully

conduct the annotation tasks as designed. We have received much positive

feedback and suggestions from the community, based on what we have al-

ready improved and will continually improve the functionalities of the tool

(Section 8).

2. Related Work

2.1. Annotation Systems

Andrews et al [3] has reviewed a number of annotation systems and clas-

sified them into four categories: tag-based, attribute-based, relation-based,

and ontology-based. The annotation systems within the first three categories

allow minimal annotation model representation, and therefore can only en-

able a limited number of services that mainly focusing on basic browsing and

searching functions. Knowtator [17], for example, is a attribute-based an-

notation environment that is well adopted by the clinical Natural Language

Processing (NLP) community. Compared to the annotation systems in the

first three categories, ontology-based annotation systems, such as Semanta-

tor, can provide semantic annotations that describe a resource with respect

to a formal conceptual model. These systems allow semantic queries and rea-
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soning. In addition to Semantator, there are other ontology-based annotation

systems. Semantic-document [10] and GoNTogle [11], for example, support

semantic annotation on documents with ontology classes. Compared to these

systems, Semantator further supports instance relationship creation and pro-

vides reasoning capabilities. KIM [20] is a commercial software that supports

manual, automatic, and semi-automatic annotation for both instances and

relationships. KIM, however, does not allow users to use their own domain

ontologies for annotations.

2.2. Information Extraction and Annotation Algorithms

Automatic annotation systems rely on different information extraction

and annotation algorithms. Existing algorithms can be generally categorized

into pattern-based systems and machine-learning-based systems. Pattern-

based systems, such as PANKOW [6] and Armadillo [5], try to locate named

entities by using patterns that are either manually defined or semi-automatically

induced. SemTag [8] and KIM [20] use pre-defined rules to locate the informa-

tion of interest. Alternatively, systems such as S-CREAM [14] and MnM [27]

use machine learning and NLP-based techniques to identify named entities.

Although machine-learning-based approaches do not fully rely on manually

defined rules, they are usually supervised algorithms, which require certain

amount of training data that need human efforts.

For the biomedical domain, there are several well-acknowledged infor-

mation extraction or annotation systems. MetaMap [4], for example, is a
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system to map biomedical text to UMLS Metathesaurus. The clinical Text

Analysis and Knowledge Extraction System (cTAKES) [22] focuses on an-

notating clinical narratives to standard ontologies and terminologies such

as SNOMED CT and RxNorm using NLP and machine learning based ap-

proaches. The NCBO annotator [16] is a web service that helps to match

biomedical text with ontology terms from one or more ontologies hosted

in BioPortal (http://bioportal.bioontology.org/). Semantator provides

an API for users to plug in and play state-of-the-art automatic annotation

tools to connect them with domain ontologies.

3. Basic Semantic Annotation Functions

In this section, we describe the basic annotation functionalities of Seman-

tator, including creating and removing ontology instances, managing instance

relationships, and annotating relationships. We also introduce how different

automatic annotation tools can be embedded in the Semantator environment.

3.1. Instance and Relationship Annotation

3.1.1. Creating and Removing Ontology Instances

To create instances, a user can highlight a piece of text in the document

to be annotated and select a class from the domain ontology. In Figure 1, we

are creating an instance with the highlighted document fragment CARDIAC

ARREST. After clicking the “create instance” option, Semantator allows the

user to select any class in the ontology as the type of this instance. By default,
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Figure 1: An Example of Instance Creation

Semantator will also save the highlighted string (e.g.,CARDIAC ARREST )

using rdfs:label2 to the newly created instance.

Users can also add document fragments that describe instances of the

same type into a “batch,” and create them together. Semantator also allows

users to delete existing instances by right clicking any highlighted strings and

selecting “Delete.” Please note that the same document fragment could have

been annotated with ontology instances of different classes. When trying to

delete the instances of a document fragment, Semantator will first detect all

ontology instances for which this document fragment has been created. Users

can then choose to delete one or more of these instances as needed.

2http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/\#ch\label
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3.1.2. Managing Instance Relationships

Instances are related to each other. The relationships between ontol-

ogy instances are represented by properties in the ontology. For example,

<Event1, before, Event2> means Event1 happened before Event2. To cre-

ate a relationship between two instances, a user first needs to select the two

instances (Figure 2(a)). The system then allows the user to choose the cor-

responding property defined by the ontology. In order to express the correct

semantics, the user also needs to be careful when selecting the subject and

object of a chosen property ( Figure 2(b)). Choosing an incorrect subject

may sometimes completely change the underlying semantics of a relation-

ship. Note that both instances involved in a relationship need to be created

first before they can be related. A relationship between two instances can be

easily deleted following a similar procedure as deleting an instance.

3.1.3. Annotate Instance Relationships

In addition to creating and deleting instance relationships, Semantator

also allows users to annotate such relationships. Let us take the above exam-

ple about the two events again. With the created relationship between the

two events, we know that one happens before another. Going one step fur-

ther, the narrative also claims that the first event happened a few hours after

the second. Such information describes the relationship and can be appended

to the relationship using annotation in Semantator. Users can choose a piece

of text and an existing instance to annotate a relationship. For example, we
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(a) Choose Instances to Relate

(b) Choose Subject

Figure 2: Connecting Instances with Ontological Properties
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use few hours to annotate the “after” relation we just created (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Annotating Instance Relationships

3.2. Speeding Up Semantic Markups with Semi-automatic Annotation

Semantator also provides semi-automatic annotation capacities. In this

section, we discuss the semi-automatic annotation feature of Semantator by

utilizing well-adopted automatic annotation services. To demonstrate how

to connect to automatic annotation services, we have connected Semantator

with the NCBO annotator [16] and cTAKES [22].

The NCBO annotator provides a web service that takes user inputs (free

text) and recognizes biomedical ontology terms hosted in BioPortal in the

given text. The NCBO BioPortal [16] currently hosts more than 300 biomedi-

cal ontologies. This service allows users to choose one or more ontologies to be

used in annotation. When connecting with Semantator, these ontologies can
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be used as the annotation schema. After calling the service, Semantator will

highlight all the automatically recognized entities and treat them as potential

ontology instances. Users can then examine th results and retain those cor-

rectly identified instances from their perspectives. As an alternative, we have

also connected cTAKES to Semantator to assist in the annotation process for

clinical narratives. Different from the NCBO annotator, cTAKES is designed

particularly for the clinical domain. It adopts natural language processing

techniques and supports the recognition of negation, time constraints, and

other context features. Currently, cTAKES performs annotation using the

SNOMED CT (for clinical terms) and RxNorm (for drugs) [15] dictionaries,

but more can be added as needed.

With such automatic processes, a document can firstly be annotated with

the available domain knowledge provided by the chosen ontologies in Bio-

Portal and dictionaries of cTAKES, respectively, to recognize candidate in-

stances. As the second step, human annotators can justify automatically

annotated instances and add more further annotations missed by these auto-

matic annotation services, if needed. U Figure 4(a) demonstrates the process

of using such automatic annotation services. Here we selected the NCBO an-

notator as the automatic annotation service. A pop-up window then allows

us to choose one or more ontologies to use for annotation. In this case,

we have chosen Medical Subject Headlines (MeSH) and PRotein Ontology

(PRO). Semantator will then call the NCBO web service and find all matches

from the selected ontologies. In Figure 4(b), we see that the automatically
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annotated instances are highlighted. Users can also choose to review each an-

notated instance and revise the annotation results if needed. In our example

in Figure 4(b), the NCBO annotation service returned two matched concepts

for “chemotherapy” from MeSH, but none from PRO. From these matched

concepts, the user can further determine if they are correct matches. In this

case, it is appropriate to match “chemotherapy” to the first concept, “Thera-

peutic or Preventive Procedure,” but not to the second concept, “Functional

Concept.” The user can then choose only the first annotation when saving

the result.

4. Ontology-based Information Extraction

Embley et al [9] developed an approach to leverage ontologies for infor-

mation extraction and introduced the concept of extraction ontology. Like

other ontologies, an extraction ontology can specify concepts (classes), re-

lationships, and constraints over these concepts and relationships. In ad-

dition, an extraction ontology defines a data frame for each concept that

declares recognition semantics of the concept. The recognition semantics in

data frames is usually represented using regular expressions. The ontology-

based data recognizer matches data frames to source documents to detect

any candidate instances, and then uses a set of heuristics to solve ambiguous

matches.

Semantator facilitates users to create their own data frame for recogniz-

ing candidate instances of a given class. We allow users to define regular
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(a) Choose Annotation Ontologies

(b) Retain Correctly Identified Instances

Figure 4: Semi-automatic Annotation with BioPortal Web Services
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expressions by using an annotation property csre. For each ontology class,

the user can choose to define one or more csre properties to capture regular

expressions that can help Semantator for automatic annotation. This feature

is particularly useful for recognizing numeric values (i.e., date, age, height,

weight, and dose), and candidate instances with a regular pattern (i.e., ad-

dress, SNP ID, and gene locus). For example, we can add the following reg-

ular expressions for the cntro:TimeInstant class and the cntro:DurationUnit

class respectively:

• ([0]{0,1}[0-9]|[1][0-9]|2[0-3])([:])([0-5][0-9])

• (\bday[s]\b|\byear[s]\b|\bmonth[s]\b|

\bweek[s]\b|\bhour[s]\b|\bhr[s]\b|

\bminute[s]\b|\bmin[s]\b|\bsecond[s]\b)

The first regular expression is used to detect time information in 24-hour

format, while the second can be utilized to recognize different time units.

Figure 5(a) shows that we have selected the cntro:TimeInstant class, which

has csre properties defined in the ontology.

Similar to the automatic annotation process supported by the NCBO

annotator and cTAKES, the recognized candidate instances are also high-

lighted. As we can see in Figure 5(a), all the dates appearing in the nar-

rative have been highlighted by Semantator. Users can choose to remove

those wrongly annotated candidates, if needed, as demonstrated in Figure

5(b). Please note that because the regular expressions are attached to each
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specific ontology class C, when a user decides to create the actual instances,

such instances will all be instances of C.

5. DIFF: Comparing Annotation Results

On many occasions, it is necessary to compare the annotation results of

the same documents from different annotators. For example, there is usually

more than one annotator needed to perform the annotation tasks separately,

in order to create training corpus or gold standards for machine learning and

NLP tools. The annotation results from these different annotators then need

to be compared to reach the final annotation gold standard. Comparison is

also needed when evaluating automatic annotation algorithms. In this case,

the automatic annotation results need to be compared with the gold stan-

dard to measure the performance and accuracy of the automatic annotation

algorithms.

To facilitate the users in the above processes, Semantator provides a DIFF

function that can automatically identify the differences between annotation

results and display them to users. To perform DIFF in Semantator, a user will

need to load the annotated files from different annotators. Semantator will

check the differences on instance annotations between two annotators when

the user clicks Start. Finally, the differences between the two annotators

are displayed in a table (consistent annotations are ignored). Figure 6(a)

shows the DIFF results between two annotation files. The Position column

indicates the position offsets (the start and end positions) of the annotated
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(a) Choose a Class with Regular Expressions

(b) Generate Instances Recognized by Regular Expressions

Figure 5: Regular Expression based Semi-automatic Annotation
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strings in the original document. The second and third columns display the

URI(s) of the corresponding annotated concept(s) from different annotators.

Row 1 (Position 55.83 ) shows an example where the string was annotated

in Annotation One, but not in Annotation Two. Row 3 (Position 142.158 )

shows an example where the string was annotated in Annotation Two, but

not in Annotation One. Row 5 (Position 344.363 ) shows an example where

the string was annotated in both Annotation Two and Annotation One, but

with different ontology concepts.

After getting the DIFF results, a meta review can be done to check each

detected difference and select the preferred annotation. When a reviewer

clicks on a specific table cell, Semantator will highlight the corresponding

text in the loaded clinical narrative to help the reviewer make decisions. The

meta reviewer can remove any inappropriate annotations by double-clicking

on a table cell. A crossline will be drawn on top of this cell, indicating that

the corresponding annotation has been removed. As Figure 6(b) shows,

for each row (string), a reviewer can choose to remove one or both of the

annotation results. A removed annotation can also be recovered by double-

clicking the corresponding cell with a crossed annotation, if needed. When a

meta annotator has finished reviewing all differences, the reviewer can then

export the clean annotation, which will result in two new files for the new

annotation and meta data, respectively (Figure 6(b)).
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(a) Diff Results

(b) Export Diff Results

Figure 6: Check the Differences between Two Annotations
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6. Semantic Web based Reasoning

Semantator connects biomedical text with Semantic Web ontologies. One

advantage of putting annotation results in the Semantic Web notation is

the reasoning capabilities provided by Semantic Web techniques. In this

section, we illustrate some benefits of connecting Semantic Web technologies

to biomedical data.

6.1. Consistency Checking for Annotated Data

OWL ontologies can define cardinality constraints, data ranges of a par-

ticular class, and disjoint classes. Using these features, we can leverage

state-of-the-art semantic web reasoners and self-defined rules, if necessary,

to conduct automatic consistency checking on annotated data.

Based on the cardinality constraints, we can automatically check if a

particular instance has the correct number of linked components as defined.

For example, a particular clinical event can only happen on one time point

(e.g., have at most one time stamp). If the annotator connects the event to

two time stamps, and these two time stamps are different, there would be an

inconsistency warning by the system.

We can check if an instance has a value in the correct data type or within

the correct data ranges. The prerequisite of using this feature is that the

annotated values have been specified a data type. Currently, Semantator

stores all the recognized values from the original documents using the String

data type. Based on the particular OWL class, a normalizer could be im-
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plemented to convert a recognized string value to the appropriate data type.

For example, if the system expects a numeric value for a particular class, but

the annotator interpreted a string value that could not be converted to a nu-

meric value, the system could return an inconsistency warning. In addition,

we can also check if an annotated value is within the correct data range, if

applicable. For example, an ontology defines that patient weight needs to

be between 1lb and 500 lbs. If the annotation marked 1000 lbs as a patient

weight, the system would return an inconsistency warning.

In the Semantic Web, classes can be defined as disjoint with each other3,

which indicates that they have no instances in common. For example, two

classes, Male and Female ,are disjoint. An instance can only be declared as

belonging to either of these two classes [12]. Using the automatic annotation

services, however, the same piece of data could be annotated as candidate

instances of disjoint classes. Take the following sentence as an example:

I was pleased to inform Mr. Smith that his PSA today is undetectable.

In this example, the NCBO annotator recognized today as an Organic

Chemical with the SNOMED CT ontology. A human annotator may simply

annotate it to be an instance of the TimeInstant class from the CNTRO on-

tology [26]. Assuming we have the knowledge about the disjointness between

the two classes: Organic Chemical and TimeInstant, Semantator will report

an inconsistency.

3http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-owl-guide-20040210/#DisjointClasses
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6.2. Automatic Classification

Two classes can also be defined to be equivalent4. For example, two

classes Man and the intersection of Human and some hasGender male are

equivalent and thus any instance that is declared to be a Man should also

be an instance of the other class. If an instance, i, is marked as a Patient

(which is defined as the a subclass of Human) and is also connected to the

instance male through the relation hasGender, the system can automatically

classify i as an instance of class Man. This feature could be very useful

in decision support systems for automatically detecting qualified instances

based on ontology definition either by description logic or rules.

6.3. Connecting to Reasoning Tools

Since the Semantator annotated data are stored in RDF with respect to

domain ontologies, we can easily connect the annotated data to other seman-

tic web-based tools. For example, we have developed a temporal reasoning

framework using OWL Description Logic and the Semantic Web Rule Lan-

guage (SWRL) [25]. In one of our recent projects, we used Semantator to

annotate clinical narratives. The annotated data can run with our temporal

reasoning framework smoothly. Previously, we have used Knowtator as the

annotation tool. Since Knowtator does not work with OWL ontologies, or

output RDF files, extra efforts need to be done to convert OWL ontologies to

the annotation schema compatible with Knowtator and convert the output

4http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-ref/#equivalentClass-def
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files to RDF.

7. Evaluation

7.1. System Evaluation

Semantator can be downloaded at http://informatics.mayo.edu/CNTRO/

index.php/Download_Semantator. The functionality of Semantator has

been evaluated by a group of five experts: two of them are ontology and

Protégé experts who were not involved with the initial implementation of Se-

mantator5; the remaining three are independent of Semantator development

and do not have previous backgrounds in either ontologies or Protégé. All

the experts were required to evaluate the Semantator annotation function-

alities based on our annotation guideline (http://informatics.mayo.edu/

CNTRO/index.php/Semantator). In the evaluation, each expert needed to

conduct a set of representee tasks, including loading and saving documents,

instance creation and deletion, relationship management, relationship anno-

tation, and automatic named entity recognition. The annotated results have

been reviewed by the experts to ensure the system can capture their original

annotation purposes.

We evaluated the usability of the system based on how easy it is for a

user to complete a given task independently and if that user can repeat the

same tasks (functions) after at least two weeks since the user initially used

5One expert participated the improvements of the functionalities after the evaluation.
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Function Needs consultation to
complete function

Ability to repeat func-
tion

1. Load Document yes: 1; no: 4 yes: 5
2. Create Instance yes: 0; no: 5 yes: 5
3. Delete Instance yes: 0; no: 5 yes: 5
4. Create Relation yes: 1; no: 4 yes: 5
5. Delete Relation yes: 0; no: 5 yes: 5
6. Annotate Relation yes: 3; no: 2 yes: 5
7. Save Annotation yes: 1; no: 4 yes: 5
8. Automatic Named En-
tity Recognition

yes: 0; no: 5 yes: 5

Table 1: Usability Evaluation on Representative Tasks

the tool. Table 1 shows the results.

For loading and saving a document, one user needs consultation to finish

the tasks because the user may have confused by the Semantator File but-

ton with the one built in with Protégé. One user was likely not aware that

OWL and RDF only support binary relationships and was trying to create a

ternary relationship. A ternary relationship can actually be created by using

the Semantator relationship annotation function. Annotating relationships,

however, is a complex task which involves several sub-tasks. Therefore, three

users could not complete this task without further help. These confusions

were resolved after consultation and explanation from Semantator develop-

ers, and we have updated the annotation guideline to help users void the

confusions in the future. All users are able to repeat the tasks successfully.

These experts were also asked to provide feedback on possible improve-

ments on the usability and functionality of the tool. Table 2 summarizes the

feedback we received and the follow-up improvements we have added accord-

ingly. Semantator saves the annotation information in an OWL file, and the
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annotation meta-data (e.g., color, position offsets of the annotated strings)

in an XML file. Originally, users had to choose the file to be annotated, the

OWL file, and the XML file in order to load or save an annotation. After

the improvement, a user now only needs to specify the original document to

be annotated; the corresponding OWL file and XML file will then automat-

ically be created and loaded. We also provided an option that allows users

to browse files under the same folder, one by one, by clicking the previous

or next button (Figure 7 #1). When creating an instance, Semantator origi-

nally asked users to specify color for each class. This requires a lot of clicks if

the annotation involves many classes. We have updated Semantator to allow

colors to be assigned automatically by the system. There are also sugges-

tions on where to save the highlighted strings in the annotation result (OWL

file). By default, they are saved as rdfs:label for the newly created instances.

The system now also allows users to choose other properties to store the

strings. For managing relationships, some users prefer to handle it directly,

using Protégé functions. We have included the Protégé Individuals frame and

the Property assertion frame to assist users in adding new relationships and

viewing existing relationships directly. As Figure 7 #3 shows, there are two

relationships associated with the instance “PT HAD SURGERY TO HAVE

THEIR SPLEEN REMOVED.” New relationships can be added by clicking

the plus signs in the Property assertion frame and following the Protégé in-

structions. Another improvement we have made is to allow users to view the

corresponding text when choosing an instance. For example, if we choose
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the first instance in the Relationship tab in Figure 7 #2, the corresponding

text “CARDIAC ARREST” has then been highlighted in the narrative. For

automatic-named entity recognition, the evaluators reported that the Bio-

Portal service sometimes return a lot of recognized strings from many source

ontologies. This is quite normal, since BioPortal currently hosts more than

300 domain ontologies and there could be overlaps within these ontologies.

To use the Semantator service, a user is responsible to choose the proper

ontologies to be used in the annotation.

Figure 7: Semantator User Interface

7.2. Use Case Evaluation

Semantator provides an environment where annotation of data can be

conducted with respect to domain ontologies. Semantator has been adopted

in a project where 239 clinical documents were manually annotated [7] with
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Function Feedback Response and Improve-
ment

1. Load and save
document • Open an annotated

file without too many
clicks

• Open a set of docu-
ments at once

• Open an annotated file
according to the file
name convention

• Provide an option to
allow users to browse
all the files in the same
folder one by one by
clicking the previous
or next button

2. Create instances

• Too many clicks for
choosing the mark-up
colors for the instances

• The annotated text
does not necessarily
need to be saved as
rdfs:label of the cre-
ated instance

• Assign the colors auto-
matically

• Allow users to choose
a property to store the
annotated text

3. Delete instance NA NA
4. Manage relation-
ship • A user who is fa-

miliar with Protégé
may want to create
or delete the rela-
tionships between in-
stances directly using
Protégé functions

• Sometimes it is dif-
ficult to know the
instance content (the
corresponding text in
the narrative) by look-
ing at the URIs list in
the Relationship tab

• Added Protégé Indi-
viduals and Property
Assertion frames to
the Semantator Tab,
to allow the relations
to be created using
these frames directly
(Figure 7 #3)

• When an instance in
the Relationship tab
is chosen, the corre-
sponding text in the
narrative will be high-
lighted (Figure 7 #2)

5. Annotate rela-
tionship

How to delete a relation an-
notation

Currently, the annotation can
either be deleted using the
Protégé Property assertion
frame or by deleting the re-
lation itself using Semantator
and recreating the relation-
ship without annotation

6. Automatic
named entity
recognition

BioPortal service sometimes
returns a lot of recognized
strings from many source on-
tologies. Many of them need
to be removed from the anno-
tation results

The assumption of using this
service is that the user can
choose the proper ontologies
for the annotation

Table 2: Feedback Summary Received from the Evaluators and the Follow Up Actions to
Improve the System Accordingly
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respect to a domain ontology that models late stent thrombosis and the

Clinical Narrative Temporal Relation Ontology (CNTRO) [26] that models

the temporal information. These documents were retrieved from the Food

and Drug Administration (FDA) Manufacturing and User Facility Device Ex-

perience (MAUDE) database (http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/

cdrh/cfdocs/cfmaude/search.cfm). From the MAUDE database, medical

device adverse-event narratives, resulting in late stent thrombosis for the

years 2004 through 2010, have been included in this study. The following

events were annotated within the complaint files, as they are known to com-

monly occurr with late stent thrombosis: initial stent implantation, follow-up

stent implantation, starting and stopping point of antiplatelet therapy ad-

ministration, late stent thrombosis, myocardial infarction, admission to the

emergency room, and surgery.

These clinical events of interest, their time information, and the tempo-

ral relationships between the events have been annotated using Semantator.

The annotation has been conducted and reviewed by two experts and any

disagreements in the annotation results have been resolved after discussion.

We run the annotated RDF files through our temporal relation reasoning

framework [25] to further infer new temporal relationships in order to an-

swer important time-related questions. For this use case, we focus on the

following three questions:

• What was the order of events within the adverse event narrative? This

question can aid in identification of event sequencing patterns.
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• How long after the initial stenting procedure was antiplatelet therapy

discontinued? This question can be used to assess the recommended

guidelines for antiplatelet administration to prevent late stent throm-

bosis.

• What was the duration between discontinuation of antiplatelet ther-

apy and stent thrombosis? This question may aid in identifying the

mechanism of thrombosis formation.

The evaluation results show that the system is able to answer 96% of the

questions about timeline correctly and 82% of the questions about the du-

ration. Post-evaluation error analysis indicates that the errors were relevant

either to the ontology coverage of the source information or to the reasoner

capacity. Semantator can complete the annotation tasks successfully as ex-

pected. This case evaluation indicates that 1) Semantator can be adopted

in real applications in clinical research, and 2) the annotated results using

Semantator can be easily used in semantic web based reasoning tools for

further inference.

8. Discussion

After we released Semantator, we have received much positive feedback

from the community. First, Semantator provides an environment that con-

nects clinical NLP tools with semantic web technologies. Many people find it

convenient to be able to view OWL ontologies, documents to be annotated,
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and annotation results in the same environment. Second, the community

feedback indicates that the Semantator relationships are easier to follow, as

the system intuitively asks a user to identify the two instances, choose an

object property, and specify the subject. Third, the DIFF function provided

by Semantator can be very useful for the NLP community when evaluating

the performance by comparing the results with gold standards. In addition,

since Semantator is implemented as a Protégé plug-in, many annotating,

querying, and browsing features can be adopted directly from Protégé. This

feature is particularly convenient for those users who are already familiar

with Protégé.

We have received many suggestions on how to further improve Seman-

tator from the community. First, the current version of Semantator does

not capture annotator information. In the future, it will be helpful to allow

annotators to input their information at the beginning of a new annotation

session. The system should capture the information of human annotators

or the automatic annotation tools using OWL annotation properties to pre-

serve the provenance of the annotation. Another drawback of Semantator

is the number of files needed. Currently, Semantator saves 3 files for each

annotated document: the original text file, the annotated RDF/OWL file,

and a metadata XML file storing the annotation information (e.g., positions

and colors) for users to reload and visualize their previous annotations. In

the future, it would be helpful to store all the information using RDF with

respect to domain ontologies and an ontology for annotation. Another piece
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of feedback is that it might be more convenient if the system could reuse the

same color for the same class across different annotated documents. This

might be feasible by establishing a userrepository. Whenever a user wants to

use Semantator, the user could choose to log in so that all history informa-

tion can be loaded; thus all the choices about colors made by this user before

can automatically apply.

9. Conclusion and Future Work

This paper introduced Semantator, a semantic annotation environment

for connecting biomedical narratives to semantic web technologies. Seman-

tator has a manual annotation mode, where users can manually annotate

biomedical text with respect to domain ontologies. It also provides an API

through which automatic information extraction or annotation tools can be

connected to the Semantator environment. In the current implementation,

we have included cTAKES and the NCBO annotator for automatic named en-

tity recognition. Users can also implement rule-based automatic recognition

by adding regular expressions to a particular class or property. In addition,

Semantator provides a DIFF function to automatic annotation results from

two human annotators or annotation tools. This feature is particularly use-

ful to the clinical NLP community for creating gold standard training sets or

evaluating annotation results. Last but not least, the reasoning capability of

Semantator could assist users in finding inconsistencies and incompleteness

in their annotations, and conduct automatic classification and inference of
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the annotated data.

Several directions still remain for future work. First, we will further

improve Semantator based on the comments we received from the community

and incorporate those improvements in our next release. Second, it would

be useful to calculate the inter-annotator agreement between annotations

of different annotators on the DIFF mode. Furthermore, we would like to

enhance Semantator with some query capability so that users can submit

queries (e.g., SPARQL) to search within the annotation results. For the

automatic annotation mode, automatic relation extraction (in addition to

automatic instance creation) could be one interesting research question to

explore in the future.
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